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Note
• Submitted abstract discussed comparisons involving Italy. Instead Northern 

Ireland will be discussed. 



Mortality and the life-course



Introduction
• Mortality risk varies by age (Age effect)

• But mortality risk at any given age also varies by year (Period modification of 
age effect)

• Different cohorts may also have different mortality risk profiles (Cohort effect)

• Mortality risks in a given year, and at a given age, also vary between distinct 
populations
� Males and females
� Scots and English
� Scots and other population groups

• Population benchmarking: 
How does mortality risk (or other risk/prevalence) 

compare between two populations of the same age and in 
the same year? 
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Lexis Surface & APC
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Colour Mapping Rules
• Cell Shade indicates difference between age-year specific value in Scotland 

less comparator regions
� Light shades: little difference
� Dark shades: large difference

• Colour indicates whether differences is positive (worse in Scotland) or 
negative (better in Scotland)
� Red: Worse in Scotland
� Blue: Better in Scotland

• The values are differences in log10 mortality risk
� Deaths in young adulthood are small in absolute terms, but associated with more 

life-years lost, and often due to external causes
� They might also signify increased mortality risk for cohorts as they age: what if this 

is a risk multiplier?



Data Source
• Human Mortality Database

• From 1950 onwards (where possible)

• Code from: 
� https://github.com/jonminton/lexis_surfa

ce_difference_maps.git

Region Country (Code): Range of years
Rest of UK England & Wales (GBR_CENW) : 1841-2011

Northern Ireland (GBR_NIR): 1922-2011
UK England & Wales (GBR_CENW) : 1841-2011

Northern Ireland (GBR_NIR): 1922-2011
Scotland (GBR_SCO): 1855-2011

Western Europe Austria (AUT): 1921-2009

Belgium (BEL): 1947-2010

Switzerland (CHE): 1876-2011

East Germany (DEUTE): 1956-2011

West Germany (DEUTW): 1956-2011

France (FRACNP): 1816-2012

Ireland (IRL): 1950-2009

Luxembourg (LUX): 1960-2009

Netherlands (NLD): 1850-2009
Northern Ireland (GBR_NIR): 1922-2011

England & Wales (GBRCENW): 1841-2011 

Scotland (GBR_SCO): 1855-2011



Results: Sweden



Results: USA – cultural/economic/geographical



Results: USA – cultural/economic/geographical



Results: Scotland – Nested comparators



Results: Scotland – Nested comparators

Interpretation



Results: Scotland cf Euro Regions



Results: England & Wales



Results: Scotland cf other parts of UK



Results: Scotland cf other parts of UK

What’s 
this?



Results: Northern Ireland



Results: Northern Ireland comparators



Results: Northern Ireland comparators



Put more simply…
• For males of working (‘fighting’) 

age

• Spike in excess deaths in 1972

• Exponential (but slow) decay in 
excess deaths over next 20 years

• Did successful peace process lag, 
rather than lead, decay in excess 
mortality?

• How many excess deaths in total?

• Is a decay pattern a signal of tit-
for-tat sectarianism?



Summary
• Comparative Level Plots are a simple but powerful tool for quickly learning 

about comparative health across the affluent world

• Can identify cohort patterns, events, at-risk groups, long term drifts in 
health trajectories.
� Different patterns, different causes and potential interventions

• Not just mortality

• Potential range of comparators is very large

• Pivoting and incidental findings

• Both entry point and sanity check for when addressing issues of substantive 
importance



Thanks for listening!
• Any questions?!

• For further details contact:
� Twitter: @jonminton
� Email: Jonathan.Minton@Glasgow.ac.uk


